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Atlas of Human Anatomy uses Frank H. Netter, MD's detailed illustrations to demystify this often

intimidating subject, providing a coherent, lasting visual vocabulary for understanding anatomy and

how it applies to medicine. This fifth edition features a stronger clinical focus-with new diagnostic

imaging examples--making it easier to correlate anatomy with practice. Student Consult online

access includes supplementary learning resources, from additional illustrations to an anatomy

dissection guide and more. Netter. It's how you know.  See anatomy from a clinical perspective with

hundreds of exquisite, hand-painted illustrations created by, and in the tradition of, pre-eminent

medical illustrator Frank H. Netter, MD. Join the global community of healthcare professionals

who've mastered anatomy the Netter way! Expand your study at Student Consult online, where

you'll find a suite of learning aids including selected Netter illustrations, additional clinically focused

illustrations and radiologic images, videos from Netter's 3D Interactive Anatomy, dissection

modules, an anatomy dissection guide, multiple-choice review questions, "drag-and-drop"

exercises, clinical pearls, clinical cases, survival guides, surgical procedures, and more. Correlate

anatomy with practice through an increased clinical focus, many new diagnostic imaging examples,

and bonus clinical illustrations and guides online.
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Frank Netter's atlas compiles his paintings of every imaginable human body part, seen in various



degrees of dissection, into one volume. Dr. Netter's talent for reproducing the facts of anatomy is

exquisite and unquestionable. However, as one looks a little deeper, it becomes clear that Netter is

in fact a guru of function as well. Nerves, outlined in an unearthly yellow, terminate on muscles they

actually innervate. Tendinous insertions are always on the correct part of bony protuberances, and

fiber direction is always carefully detailed. Any unusual functional variances, such as the dual

sympathetic/parasympathetic function of Vidian's nerve, or such as the pulley effect on the trochlear

nerve, are always painstakingly pointed out. Netter also excels in variation, presenting, for example,

11 normal variants of the cystic and hepatic ducts.The alternatives are few and inadequate.

Pernkopf is often cited as Netter's chief rival; his experimentation on living persons incarcerated in

Nazi concentration camps forbids me from perusing his text, on ethical grounds. Grant's atlas is

laughably inadequate by comparison, both in number and quality of the plates. And Gray's, the old

standby, simply cannot measure up; Netter's bold colors and functional depictions are clearly

superior.Rohen and Yokochi, a photographic atlas, offers the advantage of being photographs of

superb dissections, and therefore more like what one encounters in the anatomy lab. Some find it

useful as a supplement to Netter's atlas. I also used Moore's textbook of anatomy; the plates, from

Grant's atlas, are not so good, but the text can be used to expand and illuminate on the relevant

plates in Netter's, and the text is well written and clear.
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